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Abstract:
We present the evidence for the existence and control of bulk-surface coupling in Bi 2 Te 2 Se nanoribbons. Our magnetoresistance measurements reveal that the number of coherent channels contributing to quantum interference in the nanoribbons changes abruptly when the film thickness exceeds the bulk phase relaxation length. We interpret this observation as an evidence for bulk-mediated coupling between metallic states located on opposite surfaces. This hypothesis is supported by additional magnetoresistance measurements conducted under a set of gate voltages and in a parallel magnetic field, the latter of which alters the intersurface coupling in a controllable way.
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The discovery of topological insulators [1] [2] [3] [4] (TIs) has ignited a race to develop novel quantum devices aimed at exploiting the peculiar transport and magnetoelectric properties of these materials [5] [6] [7] [8] . Most prototype devices require TIs with (i) a perfectly insulating bulk and (ii) metallic and independent topological surface states (TSS). However, these desiderata remain difficult to satisfy in practice, due to unintended bulk doping and due to bulk-surface coupling [9, 10] 
(BSC).
Ultrathin films of thickness 10 nm are optimal platforms to achieve bulk insulation because a gate voltage can tune the chemical potential inside the bulk bandgap across the entire film [11, 12] . Yet, TSS in these films are not independent: the rate of direct intersurface electron tunneling often exceeds the phase relaxation rate and consequently the TSS localized on opposite surfaces merge into a single conduction channel without topological protection [13] [14] [15] [16] . In thicker films, where direct intersurface tunneling is exponentially suppressed, BSC makes it possible that bulk carriers mediate an indirect communication between TSS localized on opposite surfaces, resulting once again in topologically trivial transport [17, 18] . If the bulk is metallic, this bulk-mediated intersurface coupling can be strong even in films that are hundreds of nanometers thick [19] [20] [21] . The difficulty to achieve independent TSS channels in ultrathin and thicker films alike casts uncertainty on the practical potential of TI-based devices.
The objective of the present work is not only to understand the magnitude and origin of the intersurface coupling in Bi 2 Te 2 Se films, but also to find ways to control it.
To that end, we perform systematic magnetoresistance (MR) measurements for 4 / 20 eighteen samples of different thicknesses. We find that the intersurface coupling is strongly reduced when the sample thickness exceeds the bulk phase relaxation length.
In films that are thinner than the bulk phase relaxation length, we observe that a magnetic field applied parallel to the film can gradually decouple the two surfaces.
These findings suggest that bulk carriers mediate the intersurface coupling. In addition, the magnetic-field control of the coupling, established here for the first time, may be useful for future TI-based devices.
We have analyzed the transport characteristics of eighteen Bi 2 Te 2 Se nanoribbons, whose thicknesses (H) range from 30 nm to 100 nm. All samples are exfoliated from the same crystal and grown by a high-temperature sintering method [22] . At high temperatures, the resistivity of a typical sample shows a thermally activated behavior [23] with a gap of 1-10meV[cf. Figure.1(a) and Ref. [22] ]. At low temperatures, the bulk resistivity often saturates and yields a low mobility of about 100 cm 2 /Vs. Although suppressed, this mobility likely falls within the diffusive (metallic) regime [22] . In Fig.1 , we illustrate the MR curves of a typical sample (S9), a 98 nm-thick and 880 nm-wide ribbon, for different directions of the applied magnetic field. Fig. 1(b) shows the perpendicular-field MR at different temperatures. The zerofield dip in MR becomes shallower with increasing temperatures, which confirms the quantum nature of the MR [24] . These features are attributed to weak antilocalization [25, 26] (WAL). surface states (SSs) are largely insensitive to in-plane fields, we ascribe the MR contribution at θ = 90° to bulk carriers. In doing so, we neglect the SS contribution to the parallel-field MR, which is nonzero due to the BSC. Likewise, we neglect the dependence of the bulk contribution on the field direction, which arises due to the BSC as well as due to the finite thickness of the ribbons. These approximations are justified because our nanoribbons are not thin compared to the bulk phase relaxation length [22] .
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Here, G = 1/R is the conductance of the ribbon, R is its resistance, W is the ribbon width and L is its length. Also, , is the phase relaxation length of SSs, ψ(x) is the digamma function and α is a coefficient that reflects the number of independent conduction channels on the surfaces of the film [9, 16] . For sample S9, the best fit yields α = 0.28 and a surface phase relaxation length of , = 141 nm. The bulk phase relaxation length of , 66 nm is also obtained by analyzing the MR at θ = 90° [22] . As an alternative check, we have performed quantum oscillations measurements that suggest the existence of one topologically trivial 2DEG [22] . A similar observation has also been made in Ref. [30] . In order to have α < 0.5, the trivial 2DEG must be in the WL (rather than WAL) regime, which requires that the spin splitting due to the Rashba interaction be smaller than the inverse phase relaxation length [31] . This is plausible in our samples, where the presence of only one trivial 2DEG suggests that the band bending at the surface is relatively weak and thereby the effective Rashba coupling is rather small [32] . Finally, measuring α < 0.5 in thicker films means that the coupling between the TSS and the trivial 2DEG is weak. Since the transition in the value of α takes place when the film thickness is approximately equal to the bulk
phase relaxation length, we propose that its origin is bulk-mediated intersurface coupling.
Next, we demonstrate that the trivial 2DEG is located on the top surface of the ribbon. Figure 3(a) shows the measured resistance as a function of the back-gatevoltage (V G ) for a 60 nm-thick sample (S17). The MC curves at various V G are displayed in Fig. 3(b) . Fitting these curves to the HLN equation, we obtain α and , as functions of V G . We observe that , varies with V G [ Fig. 3(d) ], while α does not[ Fig. 3(c) ].
The change in , comes from the bottom surface because the Fermi level of the top SS is unaffected by the gate voltage (due to the large film thickness). As V G is made more negative, the Fermi level (E F ) of the bottom surface approaches the Dirac point, the carrier density is reduced and the Coulomb screening weakens, thereby resulting in an enhancement of electron-electron scattering rate [33] . This explains the observed resistance maximum in Fig. 3 (e) as well as the decrease of , . A similar observation has been made in other TIs [17, 18, 34, 35] and graphene [36, 37] . The independence of α from V G provides negative evidence for having an independent topologically trivial 2DEG on the bottom surface. The transport signature of such 2DEG would be an abrupt change [34] in α as the negative gate voltage moves the Fermi energy across the band edge of the 2DEG. This is in contradiction to our observations. Thus, on the bottom surface E F appears to intersect only with the TSS for the full range of V G . In view of such back-gate measurements, we conclude that the topologically trivial 2DEG must be located on the top surface. This is reasonable
because the top surface is exposed to air, which can lead to a strong enough band bending to bind a 2DEG at the surface [34, [38] [39] [40] .
In sum, the Fermi level intersects both the TSS and a trivial 2DEG on the top surface, while it intersects only the TSS on the bottom surface [ Fig. 3(e) ]. The thickness-dependent change in α is due to the coupling-decoupling transition between the hybrid 2DEG+TSS state localized at the top surface and the TSS localized at the bottom surface. In the strong intersurface coupling regime, the spin-singlet Cooperons of the two TSS combine to yield α ≈ 0.5, while the spin-triplet Cooperon from the trivial 2DEG is gapped. In the weak intersurface coupling regime, the 2DEG contribution drives α < 0.5, provided that the spin-orbit splitting therein is small and provided that it is not strongly coupled to the TSS localized on the same surface.
One thickness-dependent mechanism that can couple the top and bottom surfaces is direct electron tunneling [12] , which has been invoked to interpret numerous coupling-decoupling transitions [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Direct tunneling is the only way to coherently couple the surfaces when there are no bulk states at the Fermi level. In our case, this mechanism plays no role because the Fermi energy intersects metallic bulk states and because the sample thickness far exceeds the SS penetration depth into the bulk.
Another candidate mechanism is the bulk-mediated intersurface coupling.
Electrons from one surface can tunnel to the bulk, diffuse toward the vicinity of the opposite surface, and tunnel onto it. This process couples the two surfaces into a single coherent channel by bulk electrons provided that is the bulk (surface) diffusion constant, is the tunneling rate between the SS and the bulk states and H 2 /D B is the time it takes for an electron to diffuse across a film of thickness H. The factor of 2 in front of τ SB comes from the unessential assumption that the BSC is the same on both surfaces. Equation (2) does not incorporate inelastic (e.g.
phonon-induced) hopping processes across the film. Although these processes contribute to the electronic transport, they are not phase coherent and therefore do not alter the value of α.
As indicated by Eq. (2), the bulk-mediated coupling between the surfaces depends not only on the bulk-surface tunneling rate, but also on the intersurface diffusion time. In thin samples with strong bulk-surface tunneling or with high bulk mobility, electrons diffusing from a surface to the other keep their phase coherence.
As a result, the two surfaces contribute to MR as a single channel. When H or τ SB increases enough so that 2 ⁄ , or ⁄ , , then the two surfaces are decoupled and the value of α changes. In previous studies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the BSC was considered only in samples with , (i.e. negligible H 2 /D B ), where the bulk-mediated coupling between the surfaces depends only on / , . Equation (2) generalizes the previous considerations after taking into account the propagation time of electrons across the film.
The observed change of α when , can be explained with Eq. (2) suggests that the depletion layer induced by the gate voltage is "shorted" by charged puddles, due to the high impurity compensation in Bi 2 Te 2 Se (cf. Section 6 of Ref.
[22]).
The bulk-mediated intersurface coupling depends crucially on the quantum coherence of electrons as they travel from one surface to another. Consequently, external perturbations that reduce bulk coherence tend to decouple the two surfaces.
Here we measure the influence of a parallel magnetic field on α. The motivation for applying a parallel field is that it reduces bulk coherence without altering the properties of the SSs [49] . In presence of a parallel field (B || ), the effective bulk phase relaxation time is reduced [50] via should not change of the surface phase relaxation rate. We speculate that the slight dependence we observe is due to B || not being perfectly parallel to the sample surface.
Overall, the decay of α with B || supports the hypothesis that the intersurface coupling in our nanoribbons is mediated by bulk states. To our knowledge, the control of intersurface coupling by means of a parallel magnetic field has not been previously achieved.
In conclusion, we have measured the quantum corrections to conductivity in 
